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Introduction to the poetry workshop

	Some of you will love this class.

	Some of you have never written a poem in your life.  In this class you will write a line, group of lines, a poem.  This class will be a challenge in discipline, focusing your thoughts, and putting together words in combinations never before thought of.  It won't be dull, that's a promise.

	Don't worry if the vocabulary doesn't fit.  If the images run wild; if what you say doesn't fit what you really mean.  We are all in the same boat.  Trying to say what is going on is different than what is really going on.  This class will try to make it easier to reconcile what -is- going on with what you -feel- is going on, and help you put down that feeling in words.  That's one definition of poetry.

	You will be asked to define and recognize three basic poetry techniques:  simile, metaphor, and personification.  That's the easy part.  You will have to use these three tools to write about a wonderful, perplexing, contradictory, and at times frustrating world in concise and accurate language.  That's a paradox.  But the results can be worth it.

	Poetry is not a great, mysterious secret.  It's for all ages.  -You- can write poetry.  It doesn't matter if you're 13, 44, or 84.  A 12 year old can write a poem as significant as a 44 year old's.  Your basic urges, wants, and responsibilities are the same as any adult's.  You have things to say.  Let's explore a poetic way of saying them.  The poems you write are like prizes.  You get prizes even before you start.  But, as you know, prizes don't come easily.  Prizes must be earned if they are real prizes.

	Your teacher is not a great poet, just as you are not a great poet.  But your teacher has a love of words and a dedication to people.  Anybody who says “Let's write poems,” must love words and be dedicated to people.  You will get encouragement.  You will get criticism.  Consider the criticism a form of encouragement.  One of the most important ideas presented in this course is that the written word is not sacred.  All words can be revised.  Your teacher or another reader can offer you a rare experience, direct criticism of your recent poem.

You do not have to agree to criticism of your poetry.  If this is the case you may submit any poem with a “Not For Criticism” on the top.  The poem will be read by your teacher or reader.  You will get credit for it.  But that's it.  Nothing else will happen.  But if you, like most other poets, want feedback, your poetry will be read and criticized with improvement in mind.  Honest criticism is valuable.  A good critic is a writer's most valuable asset.  But remember, no one's opinion is law.  Everything you write is open to discussion, argument if you will, and your teacher or reader is open to 2-way dialogue.

	The poetry assignment are eaay.  Everybody can do them.  They won't take a great deal of time in your busy school and social life.  The greatest plus in this course is that you are asked to be honest.  All you have to do is write down (and this will mostly be for yourself) your true impressions of what's going on around you.  Write down your observations about what makes you cry, or laugh, you loves, your hates.  What else is there?  We're all in the same boat.  Let's share a turn at the oars!
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Assignment #1 

POETIC TECHNIQUES

	In this course you will use the three most commonly used poetic techniques: simile, metaphor, and personification.  What do those three words mean?  Even though some of you know what they mean, look them up in a standard college dictionary.

	Now that you have copied down the three definitions find three similes, three metaphors, and three examples of personification in any poetry book.  This can be a book of poetry by one author or any anthology of poetry will do (online is acceptable as well).  Give the name of the poem, the author, and the example.


Assignment #2

PARAPHRASING

	Now that you can recognize the three commonly used poetic techniques, it's time to read some poems and try to figure them out.  The three poems your teacher will give you are examples of poetry written by famous historical poets.  Your assignment is to read them, think about the meaning, and paraphrase them.  Paraphrase means to rewrite them, line by line (or idea by idea) in prose form that tries to copy the original.  Easy, right?  Maybe.  Sometimes the ideas are hard to put in common everyday prose.   Give it a try.  There are no right or wrong answers in this assignment, your paraphrasing is as good as the next person's, or even your teacher's.  Here are three poems.

		"Sonnet 29"  by Shakespeare

When in disgrace with fortune and men's eyes,
   I all alone beweep my outcast state,
And trouble deaf Heaven with my bootless cries,
   And look upon myself, and curse my fate,
Wishing me like to one more rich in hope,
   Featur'd like him, like him with friends possess'd,
Desiring this man's art, and that man's scope,
   With what I most enjoy contented least:
Yet in these thoughts myself almost despising,
   Haply I think on thee,--and then my state
(Like to the lark at break of day arising
   From sullen earth) sings hymns at heaven's gate;
For thy sweet love remember'd such wealth brings
   That then I scorn to change my state with kings'.

		"A Narrow Fellow in the Grass" by Emily Dickinson

A narrow fellow in the grass
Occasionally rides;
You may have met him,--did you not,
His notice sudden is.

The grass divides as with a comb,
A spotted shaft is seen;
And then it closes at your feet
And opens further on.

He likes a boggy acre,
A floor too cool for corn.
Yet when a child, and barefoot,
I more than once, at morn,

Have passed, I thought, a whip-lash
Unbraiding in the sun,--
When, stooping to secure it,
It wrinkled, and was gone.

Several of nature's people
I know, and they know me;
I feel for them a transport
Of cordiality;

But never met this fellow,
Attended or alone,
Without a tighter breathing,
And zero at the bone.

		"The Road and the End" by Carl Sandburg

I SHALL foot it	
Down the roadway in the dusk,	
Where shapes of hunger wander	
And the fugitives of pain go by.	
I shall foot it	       
In the silence of the morning,	
See the night slur into dawn,	
Hear the slow great winds arise	
Where tall trees flank the way	
And shoulder toward the sky.	       
 
The broken boulders by the road	
Shall not commemorate my ruin.	
Regret shall be the gravel under foot.	
I shall watch for	
Slim birds swift of wing	       
That go where wind and ranks of thunder	
Drive the wild processionals of rain.	
 
The dust of the traveled road	
Shall touch my hands and face.


ASSIGNMENT #3

THE THESAURUS

	A Thesaurus is a magical book.  There are many secrets hidden in a Thesaurus.  Yes, a Thesaurus is a very valuable tool in writing anything - - poetry or prose.  It gives you alternatives, choices, words you never thought of, words that mean what you really want to say.  Try to get a Thesaurus.  It's a sound investment for the future, not only for this class, but for all classes where you're required to write.  You'll use this handy-dandy synonym dictionary today, tomorrow, maybe even after you've graduated from college.  There will be class copies available, but paperback editions are quite inexpensive and worth the minimal cost.

	OK, now that the sales pitch is over, here's what you do.  Look up "soft" and "hard" in your Thesaurus.  Write down what you find.  Review the list of famous similes following this assignment.  Write five similes using the word "soft" not found on this list.  Write five similes for the word "hard" not found on this list.

SOFT					HARD

Soft as a baby's breath			Hard as a brick
  Julia C. R. Dorr			  Anon

Skin as soft as Naples silk		Hard as granite
  Michael Drayon			  Anon

Soft as a whisper			Hard as flint
  George DuMaurier			  Robert Burton

Soft as Silkworms			Hard as a 1907 prune
  Stephen Hawes			  Helen Green

Soft as jelly				Hard as nails
  Thomas Heywood			  Lean's "Collectanea"

Soft as a dream of beauty		Hard as a sheet of brass
  Richard Hovey				  Ouida

Soft...as cob-webs			Hard as a pine-knot
  Ben Johnson				  James K. Paulding

Soft as air				Hard as steel
  Shakespeare				  Shakespeare


ASSIGNMENT #4

SIMILE

	Review the list of similes form your last assignment.  As you can see, many poets have different ideas about the same word.  Don't let the volume of already written similes overwhelm you.  There's always room for more, especially if they're better.  and you can do better, can't you?  Just as good?  Sure.  All the words and ideas haven't been used up.  Yours will fit in just fine.

	Now review the sheet following this assignment called The Five Senses.  Your assignment is to write fifteen (15) similes, 3 from each category.  If you don't like the categories provided, you can substitute a simile of your own provided you're sure only one sense is done at a time.

THE FIVE SENSES

SIGHT

a lame dog walking is like ... (example)
vegetables in bins at the grocery store
crayons lined up in a box
wind blowing grass of grain
sunlight reflections on the bottom of a pool
highway glare on asphalt
a cat stalking
windows in a building
a playground swing
the freeway at night
a spinning bicycle wheel
a hummingbird at a flower

SOUND				SMELL
a bus pulling out			a library
a dentist's drill				an attic
jet engine whine			an onion
chalk scraping on a chalkboard		old wet newspaper
wind in the trees			diesel exhaust
a water drip				smoke
car tires on gravel			acid
slam a book closed
crunching cellophane			TASTE
grind teeth				a tart apple
the surf					peanut butter
glass shattering				warm milk
					popcorn
TOUCH					a marshmallow
wild, mild or violent			fried or raw onions
telephone dial holes			medicine (any flavor)
a heavy wool sweater			soda-pop
cold sheets				buttermilk with lumps
an ice cube				waxy chocolate
bubblegum				bitter cucumber
sand					pepper
snow
biting a pear
a match burning your fingers
pulling hair
a cat scratch

SMELL
cotton candy
fresh tar
gasoline
a full garbage can
sweat


ASSIGNMENT #5

METAPHOR

	A metaphor is similar to a simile.  It is an implied comparison.  Metaphors are stronger comparisons because you actually say one thing -is- something else.  Metaphors are more exciting because you imply relationships and this gives you a great deal of freedom in using language.  Metaphors give language a kind of magic.

	Today write fifteen (15) metaphors using the Five Senses Sheet from your previous assignment.  Write 3 metaphors from each category.

	The following are student metaphors from previous years.

Cotton is a sleeping rabbit.
Steel prehistoric dragons explode through the sky.
Peach fuzz is a piece of baby's spun hair.
Jello is squirmy fish swimming in your mouth.
Books on the library shelf are pets in a shop, waiting to be picked.
The sea is a roller-coaster crashing at the end.
A skunk's smell is rotten apple-orchard fuel.
The sea is a roaring lion at the time of drowning.
An onion is a balloon of pungent gas waiting for a knife to explode it.


ASSIGNMENT #6

PERSONIFICATION

	Now we get to one of the most exciting techniques, personification.  Here's your chance to breath life into any old blob of clay and make it live, or love!  Personification means writing about an object or quality as if it were alive.  You can give inanimate objects human attributes: turn a rock into a man, give the moon a pale face, or create a valley with open arms.

	Today write ten examples of personification.  You may use your Five Senses Sheet as a starting point, or you may make up examples from your own imagination.

	The following are some examples of the personification of Love.

Love is the child of illusion and
  the parent of disillusion
	-Unamuno

God made Man 
  Frail as a bubble;
God made love,
  Love made trouble.
	-Oliver Herford

But love is blind, and lovers cannot see
The pretty follies that themselves commit.
	-Shakespeare

When poverty comes in at the door,
Love flies out the window.
	-Anonymous

Love spends his all, and still hath store.
	-P. J. Bailey


ASSIGNMENT #7

CONTRAST POEM

	Now it's time to write your first poem.  You might well ask, "Where do I start?  What do I do?"  You've already been writing poetic fragments in the last three assignments.  Here's a suggestion.  Start with a contrast poem.  This poem will have a minimum of sixteen (16) lines, no maximum number of lines.  Arrange the lines as follows:

		6 lines on first subject area

		6 lines on contrasting subject area

		4 lines of summary (what lesson is learned, what strong emotion is involved, 		what surprise is presented, what chilling effect is produced, etc.)

	You can use one of the subject areas presented or you can make up a subject area of your own.

		I	Compare a merry-go-round horse with a wild horse in nature
		II	Compare shorebirds (with long legs and beaks) hunting for food on the 			seashore with any caged bird)
		III	Compare a large, powerful Caterpillar tractor pushing over a crumbling 			house, store, garage, (any structure) with termites in the wood of that 			same structure that destroyed it from within.
		IV	A frog eating a fly (or any insect) and then being hunted or eaten by a 			nearby snake...the emphasis should be on life as a process or cycle.
		V	Compare a child's wind-up toy animal with that same animal running 			freely in nature.

	Don't worry if your poem doesn't seem finished at this point.  Submit this first draft for criticism.  Many times your teacher or reader will notice word combinations or idea patterns you dod not think of.  All poems submitted in this course must be revised at least two times.


ASSIGNMENT #8

HAIKU

	Haiku is a respected, ancient Japanese form of lyric poetry.  In recent years it has become widely written in the U.S.  The American imitation of haiku is not exactly the same as the Japanese form, but the two are very close.  Haiku are quite easy to write, at least it is easy to learn the form, but famous haiku have an element within them that is very subtle but quite striking.  Classic haiku consist of three lines which do not rhyme and which contain a definite number of syllables in each line:  five in the first, seven in the second, and five in the third.  A haiku sets a scene, suggests a mood, or presents an idea.  In a poem of 17 syllables, every word counts.  Study the following examples of Japanese haiku which were written by American authors.

		He who walks in the snow
		Leaving no visible footprints
		Is my father's ghost
			-Frank Ankenbrand Jr.

		A sheet of paper
		Saws erratically
		At the huge black sky
			-Randall Barron

		My lengthening shadow
		Stretches down the mountain path
		Pulling me home.
			-Larry gates

	Today let's approach Haiku from a slightly different point of view.  Let's consider Haiku one metaphor of smooth reading written in three lines.  You are to write four Haiku poems:  one on nature during daylight, one on nature during night, one on a man-made object, and one on change in a person.  The following are Haiku written by 7th and 8th grade students.

		THE CRASH by Emily Bauman (7th grade)
		Full of highborn hopes
		The wave soars, then tumbles,
		And skims across the sand.

		STEAM by Alana Grace (8th grade)
		A sheer thin vapor
		From a pot whistles a piping cry
		Declaring tea.

		ROSES by Ravi Joshi (8th grade)
		The red rose petals
		Leave behind sharp thorns
		And hide grace in rose buds.

	As in the previous assignment, submit your first draft poems for criticism.  Your Haiku poems must also go through two revisions.  Don't worry if you don't have exactly 17 syllables.  Try to keep as close to the form as you can, but you can be off by a syllable or two.


ASSIGNMENT #9

PERSON POEM

	When writing about people, in either prose or poetry, watch out for that ugly beast, Glaring Generalities.  It's not enough to say, "I love you.  I hate you.  You thrill me.  You disgust me."  These generalities are the common denominators of the English language, but what you're trying for are the unique specifics of the language.

	You start with emotions.  Your emotions.  These are easy to define in general terms.  I like him.  I love him.  I adore him.  I worship him.  Or her.  But that's not enough.

	Here's one way to start.  Watch people.  That's not hard.  Everybody watches everyone else all the time anyway.  What does that person do?  Relate what that person DOES.  What he or she does is a hint at what that person really is.  But you have to look carefully.  What are the subtle little mannerisms.  What are the voice patterns, the loudness or quietness of the voice.  what nonverbal communication is taking place.  What kind of clothing is there?  How about grooming.  Are physical characteristics usual or out of the ordinary?  What effect does your person have on the other?  on you?  What feeling do you want to get across when the poem is done?

	If you have written down all of the above, you have taken notes on the character.  the next step is to refine your word choices and rewrite your notes into line form.  Voila!  Your first rough draft of a poem.  Remember, this stage does not have to be a finished poem.  You will have to rewrite this rough draft at least two times.  Show it to your teacher with this reworking frame of mind.


ASSIGNMENT #10

ACTION POEM

	Today your poem will deal with Action.  That means movement.  That really means verbs.  But remember that action, without a strong point of view, is rather pointless.  Ten fast racehorses running is fine.  But put those horses in Kentucky, running for a million dollars, with silk clad jockeys straining, fans screaming, and camera rolling, and you have a poetic story to tell.

	Start with this:  Why is this event important?  Who or what living things are struggling?  Where does it happen?  What force of nature or physical surroundings are present and how do they contribute to the difficulty?  Who or what wins?  Or loses?  Describe 10 things in detail.  Now what do you have?  Now you have notes, maybe even a rough draft.  Now go back and substitute another verb for every one you used.  Are your second choices better than your first?

	Once again remember that this stage does not have to be a finished poem.  Show this stage to your teacher with reworking in mind again.

	If you have trouble with choosing action events, choose one of the following.  A minimum of 16 lines, the last 4 presenting your message, moral, or point of view.

		1.	An old man or woman with a cane on tricky stairs.
		2.	A dog chasing a car with terrible or happy results.
		3.	Two 12-year-olds drag-racing their unmotorized dirt bikes.
		4.	A cat stalking a bird
		5.	A chain saw taking down a 100-year old oak tree.

	As with your previous assignments, this poem must also go through two revisions.

